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Stellar Collapse & SN explosionStellar Collapse & SN explosion
 The core of a massive star cannot sustain equilibrium byThe core of a massive star cannot sustain equilibrium by

thermonuclear fusion beyond A~56 (Nithermonuclear fusion beyond A~56 (Ni--Fe).Fe).

 The degenerate iron core starts to collapse, halting only The degenerate iron core starts to collapse, halting only
when nuclear densities are reached (~incompressible).when nuclear densities are reached (~incompressible).

 Then, a shock wave (SW) propagates outwards. Then, a shock wave (SW) propagates outwards.

 The SW energy is mostly dissipated by dissociating the The SW energy is mostly dissipated by dissociating the
outer layer of iron, and no explosion happensouter layer of iron, and no explosion happens

The core (now a The core (now a ““T~O(10) T~O(10) MeVMeV””  pp--n n star)star)
dissipates its binding energy into dissipates its binding energy into νν’’ss

ν ν heating increases pressure behind shockheating increases pressure behind shock
front, rescuing stalled shock. It eventuallyfront, rescuing stalled shock. It eventually
ejects starejects star’’s outer mantle (explosion). While its outer mantle (explosion). While it
lasts, lasts, νν luminosity outshines whole universe luminosity outshines whole universe

Neutrinos to the rescueNeutrinos to the rescue!!



Fluxes of Supernova NeutrinosFluxes of Supernova Neutrinos

1. Collapse (1. Collapse (infall infall phase)phase)
2. Shock break out2. Shock break out
3. Matter accretion3. Matter accretion
4. 4. Kelvin-Helmholtz Kelvin-Helmholtz coolingcooling

 Fluxes are both time and  Fluxes are both time and flavour  flavour  dependent.dependent.
The timeThe time--structure is characterized by 4 phasesstructure is characterized by 4 phases

 At  At ““latelate”” times E times E--shape mostly dictated byshape mostly dictated by
weak processes opacity weak processes opacity →→ Moderate  Moderate flavourflavour
hierarchy. Whierarchy. With luminosity ith luminosity equipartitionequipartition, this, this
implies (for initial fluxes)implies (for initial fluxes)

~Lum~Lum. . equipartitionequipartition

neutronization-burstneutronization-burst, , 
Large Large flavour-asymmflavour-asymm..

But this does not account forBut this does not account for
oscillations (not to speak of NPoscillations (not to speak of NP!!))



We have now compelling evidence that We have now compelling evidence that the the Hamiltonian Hamiltonian of of νν  evolution is non-diagonalevolution is non-diagonal
in in flavour flavour space. (space. (AlmostAlmost?) ?) all all datadata  are are consistent with consistent with a 3a 3νν  oscillation frameworkoscillation framework

Vacuum  Vacuum  mixing mixing termterm

Basics of Neutrino OscillationsBasics of Neutrino Oscillations

Mixing parameters:Mixing parameters:    UU((θθ1212, , θθ2323, , θθ1313, δ, δ))
(as for CKM matrix)(as for CKM matrix)

νν33

νν22

νν11

++δδmm22//22
−−δδmm22//22
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−−ΔΔmm22

normalnormal
hierarchyhierarchy

invertedinverted
hierarchyhierarchy

Energy shift Energy shift due due to differentto different
interactions interactions of of different flavoursdifferent flavours

arises arises at at tree level tree level due due to to the the ““extraextra””
charged current charged current interaction interaction for for ννee in in
medium (medium (relative relative −−  sign for anti sign for anti ννee))

[[WolfensteinWolfenstein, PRD 17, 2369 (1978),, PRD 17, 2369 (1978),  MikheevMikheev
& Smirnov, & Smirnov, SovSov. J. . J. NuclNucl. Phys. 42, 913 (1985)]. Phys. 42, 913 (1985)]

MSW MSW term term ((matter potentialmatter potential))



  Well-known Well-known MSW MSW flavor conversionflavor conversion
can occur in a SN envelope when the can occur in a SN envelope when the νν
potential potential λλ==√2√2GGFFnnee is close to  is close to oscosc..
frequency frequency ωωHH==ΔΔmm22/2E/2E

 What happens  What happens at at small radiussmall radius??
Popular wisdomPopular wisdom::

  λλ >>  >> ωωHH at r at r<O(10<O(1022km)km)

→→ flavor transition suppressed flavor transition suppressed..

Interaction terms in SN neutrinosInteraction terms in SN neutrinos

 For  For t~few t~few sec after bounce,sec after bounce,
λλ  ~~ωω  at r>>10at r>>1022 km (large radii) km (large radii)
MSW-resonance(s) possible and theirMSW-resonance(s) possible and their
effects have been effects have been studied studied for~20 yearsfor~20 years



  Well-known Well-known MSW MSW flavor conversionflavor conversion
can occur in a SN envelope when the can occur in a SN envelope when the νν
potential potential λλ==√2√2GGFFnnee is close to  is close to oscosc..
frequency frequency ωωHH==ΔΔmm22/2E/2E

 What happens  What happens at at small radiussmall radius??
Popular wisdomPopular wisdom::

  λλ >>  >> ωωHH at r at r<O(10<O(1022km)km)

→→ flavor transition suppressed flavor transition suppressed..

Incorrect Incorrect !!!!!!

Interaction terms in SN neutrinosInteraction terms in SN neutrinos

 For  For t~few t~few sec after bounce,sec after bounce,
λλ  ~~ωω  at r>>10at r>>1022 km (large radii) km (large radii)
MSW-resonance(s) possible and theirMSW-resonance(s) possible and their
effects have been effects have been studied studied for~20 yearsfor~20 years

Beside CCBeside CC

  At At small radiussmall radius,,  νν density  density is is high high enoughenough
thatthat  νν  self-potentialself-potential  µµ==√2√2GGFFnnνν>ω >ω is crucialis crucial
(even if (even if λ>µλ>µ))

  The The importance importance of of these these ((longtimelongtime
knownknown) ) terms has been appreciated onlyterms has been appreciated only
after the (after the (mostly numericalmostly numerical) ) results byresults by
DuanDuan, , FullerFuller, , CarlsonCarlson, , Qian Qian 05-0605-06
((~O~O(100) (100) articles articles over over last last 3 3 yearsyears))

it is crucial to include also NCit is crucial to include also NC

ννee ννee

ee- ee-

νναα νναα

ννββ ννββ



Equations of motionEquations of motion
 Typically, one describes the system in terms of Typically, one describes the system in terms of

density matrices density matrices ρρ ( (““naturalnatural”” quadratic quantities) quadratic quantities)
EOM: EOM: Liouville eqLiouville eq.  .  ii∂∂ttρρ==[H,[H,ρρ] ]   (for each (for each νν mode) mode)

 Decompose (anti) Decompose (anti)ν ν matrix over matrix over Pauli Pauli matrices to get a matrices to get a ““PolarizationPolarization”” (or Bloch) (or Bloch)
vector P: EOM are then vector P: EOM are then ““precession-likeprecession-like”” (|P| (|P|=conts=conts.) Bloch equations .) Bloch equations   ∂∂ttPP==VV  ××  PP

  Each mode P moves on a Bloch sphere (abstract Each mode P moves on a Bloch sphere (abstract ““flavor spaceflavor space””).).
““upup”” direction :  direction : ννee flavor flavor
““downdown”” direct. :  direct. : ννxx flavor flavor
generic direct. : mixed flavor stategeneric direct. : mixed flavor state
Frame typically chosen so that probability PFrame typically chosen so that probability Peeee related to P related to P33=P=PZZ

vacuumvacuum mattermatter νν--νν  interactionsinteractions

νν

νν



Neutrinos with Neutrinos with a a sufficiently broad psufficiently broad p--
distribution precess distribution precess (in (in flavor flavor space) space) withwith
different frequencies around different frequencies around BB

““Kinematical decoherenceKinematical decoherence”” in  in flavor flavor space;space;

EffectivelyEffectively, one , one sees sees a a mixture mixture of of νν’’s s flavoursflavours
with ratios determined by with ratios determined by θθ..

Vacuum oscillation as spin precessionVacuum oscillation as spin precession

Vacuum term Vacuum term ↔↔  ““Magnetic fieldMagnetic field””



NonNon--vacuum termsvacuum terms

  For an isotropic For an isotropic backgroundbackground the  the mattermatter
term is term is ““achromaticachromatic””: : it affects all modesit affects all modes
the the same same way, and way, and enters equally neutrinosenters equally neutrinos
and and antineutrinos antineutrinos ((our our convention convention for for ρρ))

  Far Far from from MSW MSW resonancesresonances, the EOM can, the EOM can
be studied be studied in a coordinate system in a coordinate system thatthat
rotates around rotates around z z with frequency with frequency λλ

  In In this framethis frame, B , B ““rotates rotates fastfast””  around around z,z,
while Bwhile Bzz is unchanged is unchanged: : matter effectsmatter effects
““disappeardisappear”” ( (but for but for trigger of trigger of collectivecollective))!!

Background Background mattermatter



NonNon--vacuum termsvacuum terms

  νν’’s s not isotropic not isotropic ((stream stream offoff    ν−ν−spheresphere):):
the the geometric factor geometric factor 1-cos1-cosθθijij      in Jin J--JJ
interaction interaction leads to leads to ““multi angle multi angle kernelkernel””

  Even Even ““discretizingdiscretizing””, evolution governed, evolution governed
by 6xNby 6xNEExNxNθθ coupled Bloch equations. coupled Bloch equations.

This makes very challenging This makes very challenging the the solution solution ofof
the the equationsequations. . An useful trick An useful trick ((to beto be
justifiedjustified!!) ) is to use is to use thethe  isotropicisotropic--averagedaveraged
kernel kernel ““single angle single angle approximationapproximation””

  For an isotropic For an isotropic backgroundbackground the  the mattermatter
term is term is ““achromaticachromatic””: : it affects all modesit affects all modes
the the same same way, and way, and enters equally neutrinosenters equally neutrinos
and and antineutrinos antineutrinos ((our our convention convention for for ρρ))

  Far Far from from MSW MSW resonancesresonances, the EOM can, the EOM can
be studied be studied in a coordinate system in a coordinate system thatthat
rotates around rotates around z z with frequency with frequency λλ

  In In this framethis frame, B , B ““rotates rotates fastfast””  around around z,z,
while Bwhile Bzz is unchanged is unchanged: : matter effectsmatter effects
““disappeardisappear”” ( (but for but for trigger of trigger of collectivecollective))!!

Background Background mattermatter Self-interactionsSelf-interactions



If If µ> ωµ> ωp p All modes lock to eachAll modes lock to each

other other and oscillate and oscillate togethertogether, in, in
analogy to spinanalogy to spin--coupling coupling in in atomsatoms

(net (net lepton number conservationlepton number conservation))

ν−νν−ν drive  drive synchronized oscillationssynchronized oscillations!!

In general, the PIn general, the Pii’’s are almost pinned to as are almost pinned to a
global global Ρ−Ρ−vector; vector; |Ρ||Ρ| measures the kinematical measures the kinematical
coherence of the ensemblecoherence of the ensemble

The same (strong) couplings which make The same (strong) couplings which make 
the problem difficult conspire to  make an the problem difficult conspire to  make an 
analytical understanding possible after all analytical understanding possible after all !!

StillStill, , complicated dynamicscomplicated dynamics..
Can one Can one have have a a simple understandingsimple understanding??



Mass directionMass direction
in flavor spacein flavor space

PrecessionPrecession
(synchronized (synchronized 
oscillation)oscillation)

Nutation Nutation ((pendularpendular
  oscillation)oscillation)

SpinSpin
(Lepton Asymmetry)(Lepton Asymmetry)

Polarization vectorPolarization vector
for for νν’’s s + anti + anti νν’’ss

The The ““Flavour Flavour PendulumPendulum”” analogy analogy

HannestadHannestad, , RaffeltRaffelt, , SiglSigl, Wong , Wong 
astro-ph/0608695astro-ph/0608695

 Very asymmetric system Very asymmetric system
  - Large spin   - Large spin 
  - Almost pure precession   - Almost pure precession 
  - Fully synchronized oscillations  - Fully synchronized oscillations

  Perfectly symmetric system  Perfectly symmetric system
  - No spin  - No spin
  - Simple spherical pendulum  - Simple spherical pendulum
  - Fully   - Fully pendular pendular oscillationoscillation

A surprising link between A surprising link between selfinteractingselfinteracting
νν & classical mechanics  & classical mechanics !!

••   NH:NH:  initial ~initial ~downard downard ((stablestable) ) positions positions &  &  staysstays
nearbynearby.  No .  No significant flavor changesignificant flavor change..

••   IH: IH: initial ~uinitial ~upward pward ((unstableunstable) ) positions positions &&
eventually falls eventually falls down. down. Significant flavour changesSignificant flavour changes..

••   θθ1313 :  : sets initial misalignment with verticalsets initial misalignment with vertical..
Specific value not much relevantSpecific value not much relevant..



Further Subtleties,Further Subtleties, open issues open issues
(and my contribution)(and my contribution)

 Passage to multiangle  Passage to multiangle casecase
Theoretical understandingTheoretical understanding, , behaviour behaviour in in realistic casesrealistic cases,,
non-trivial role non-trivial role of of mattermatter, , etcetc..

  Esteban-Pretel et Esteban-Pretel et al,al,
arxivarxiv: 0807.0659: 0807.0659

 Three flavour  Three flavour casecase
Robustness of the results? New effects? Impact onRobustness of the results? New effects? Impact on
phenomenology? 1phenomenology? 1--loop differences between loop differences between ννµµ and  and ννττ
propagation. [Potentially important at highestpropagation. [Potentially important at highest
luminosities, t << 1 sec].luminosities, t << 1 sec].

MirizziMirizzi, , PozzoriniPozzorini, , RaffeltRaffelt,,
PS; PS; arxivarxiv: 0907.3674: 0907.3674

  Impact of new Impact of new physicsphysics
How robust are the results How robust are the results wrt wrt NP NP ““perturbationsperturbations””??
New effects? Impact on phenomenology?New effects? Impact on phenomenology?

BlennowBlennow, , MirizziMirizzi, PS, PS
arxivarxiv: 0810.2297: 0810.2297



The The ““cleanestcleanest”” observational test observational test
Robust inference requires to use onlyRobust inference requires to use only
--  Qualitative knowledge (inequalities) among fluxes (depend on weak interactions)Qualitative knowledge (inequalities) among fluxes (depend on weak interactions)
--  ““LocalLocal”” effects, like the crossing of Earth mantle/core inferred from direction effects, like the crossing of Earth mantle/core inferred from direction
-- Robust features known to exist in the SN environment, like the presence of a shock Robust features known to exist in the SN environment, like the presence of a shock

Ratio of Ratio of spectra spectra in in two two waterwater
Cherenkov detectors Cherenkov detectors (0.4 (0.4 MtonMton),),
one one shadowed by shadowed by the the EarthEarth, the, the
other notother not..

Possibility to diagnosePossibility to diagnose
hierarchy for vanishinglyhierarchy for vanishingly
small small θθ1313 ( (where where Lab Lab methodsmethods
failfail) At the ) At the same same time, time, exploitsexploits
collective effectscollective effects!!

DasguptaDasgupta, Dighe, , Dighe, MirizziMirizzi
arXivarXiv:0802.1481:0802.1481



ConclusionsConclusions

With evidence for With evidence for the MSW the MSW effect effect in in solar neutrinossolar neutrinos,,  the the possibility is opened to possibility is opened to testtest
observationally observationally the neutrino interaction the neutrino interaction properties properties ““in mediumin medium””..

Supernovae provide very extreme conditionsSupernovae provide very extreme conditions, , where where neutrinoneutrino  self-interactions self-interactions prove prove toto
be surprisingly importantbe surprisingly important..

The The signal from signal from a future a future galactic galactic CC SNCC SN  can discriminate can discriminate for example for example the the νν mass mass
hierarchy hierarchy in a in a range range of of parameters for which it is unmeasurable parameters for which it is unmeasurable in Lab.in Lab.

The The details details of of these phenomena these phenomena are are still being discovered/understoodstill being discovered/understood. One can anticipate. One can anticipate
that that new new flavour physics flavour physics (or new (or new physics physics in the in the νν  sectorsector) ) may have an may have an impact.impact.

BesidesBesides, , this is this is the the only only case case known known of a of a many many body body process process ((collective effectcollective effect) ) controlledcontrolled
by weak interactions by weak interactions ((analogous to analogous to strong force in strong force in nuclear systems nuclear systems or or em em in in solid solid state,state,
atomic atomic and plasma and plasma physicsphysics))


